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Defense wishes to offer a) the opinion of persons acquainted 
with defendant that she has a character trait for peacefulness; 
and b) the basis for these opinions, and in particular, their 
observations as to the reasonable, calm way defendant reacted 
under severe provocation on specific occasions. Is the evidence 
admissible? 

As to (a) -- the witnesses' opinions. The evidence is admissible 
under Ev. Code § 1102. Of course, the evidence must be otherwise 
unobjectionable, that is, it must refer to a relevant character 
trait (The evidence must be of traits of character related to the 
crime charged. People v. Cowgill, 93 Cal. 596, 597, 29 Pac. 228, 
229 (1892) (Murder prosecution. Evidence of defendant's good 
reputation for truth, honesty and integrity inadmissible because 
not "good reputation for the traits of character involved in the 
crime charged")); the witnesses must be qualified to express the 
opinion, etc. As to qualification, general opinion testimony 
doctrine ought to govern. If the witness offers testimony only 
an expert, e.g., a psychiatrist could give,an appropriate foundation 
that the witness is qualified must be laid. But if the witnes.s 
offers lay opinion testimony he should be permitted to testify 
if his testimony qualifies under Evidence Code § 800. There is 
nothing to suggest that the opinion testimony in § 1102 is restricted 
to expert opinions. The words of the section do not. And the 
Comment of the Law Revision Commission to be found in any annotated 
issue of Evidence Code § 1102 says: 

"The opinions of those whose personal intimacy with a 
person gives them firsthand knowledge of that person's 
character are a far more reliable indication of that 
character than is reputation, which is little more 
than accumulated hearsay •• o o Accordingly, both 
Section 1102 and Section 1103 permit character to be 
proved by opinion evidence." 

The talk of "personal intimacy" clearly implies that the point of 
§ 1102 is to admit testimony of friends and those who had the 
defendant under frequent personal observation -- not only that of 
experts. 

There are virtually no cases on the subject, since opinion evidence 
as to character was generally excluded prior to the adoption of 
the new Evidence Code in 1965. (See the Law Revision Commission 
commentary to § 1102.) Any cases excluding opinion testimony prior 
to the new code (see, e.g., People v. Spigno, 156 Cal. App. 2d 279, 
319 P.2d 458 (1957)) are therefore probably irrelevanto 

As to (b) -- bolstering the opinion with evidence of conduct on 
specific occasions. As above, we were able to find no cases 
discussing the issu~arising after passage of the new Evidence Code. 
Since under the preexisting law, opinion evidence was not permitted, 
the admissibility of the basis of opinion evidence never arose. 
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The question we are now concerned with arises as follows: 
suppose the prosecution concedes your right to offer opinions 
as to defendant's good character but denies your right to offer 
testimony of specific instances of her prior conduct in support 
of those opinions. The prosecution might argue that to permit 
the witness to bolster his opinion in this way runs afoul of 
§ 1102 and § 787 which bars proof of character through evidence 
of specific instances of the defendant's prior conduct.. This 

2 

is what we referred to in our earlier discussions as the tension 
in the rule which at one and the same time permits opinion evidence 
but bars evidence of specific conduct. The tension arises, of 
course, because the classic rule of opinion evidence permits the 
opinion witness to state the basis of that opinion, so long as 
the basis is not otherwise in:competent evidence. See Ev. Code 
§ 802 and Law Revision Commission commentary thereto. 

Fortunately,there is powerful evidence that the Law Revision 
Committee was fully aware of this tension and intended to resolve 
it in favor of permitting opinion evidence, as well as evidence 
of the supporting grounds, even if those grounds consisted of 
specific instances of prior conduct. 

Attached are pages 651-660 of The Tentative Recommendation and 
a Study by the California Law Revision Commission (1964). Note 
that on page 660 they quote a forceful argument presented in . 
People v. VanGaasbeck against permitting opinion evidence as to 
character precisely because the witness then "cannot logically 
be prohibited from stating the particular actions of the defendant 
which have led him to his favorable conclusion." The Commission 
took for granted that permitting opinion evidence inevitably 
would result in evidence of specific prior conduct in support 
of the opinion. Having recognized this inevitable link, the 
Commission nonetheless goes on to adopt the "orthodox" rule 
recommended by Wigmore and the Uniform Rules of Evidence in 
favor of permitting opinion evidence as to character. 

If I were the prosecutor compelled to come up with counter arguments, 
I would probably produce these: 

1) It is not true that permitting opinion testimony 
inevitably implies prior instances of specific 
conduct in support of the opinion. The witness 
could be restricted to the opinion alone. Or he 
could be restricted to stating generally the ~ 
of evidence he was relying on to form his opinion, 
e.g., "My opinion is based on observations of how 
the defendant reacted under stress." -- without 
being permitted to state the details. This may 
sound odd, but it's quite similar to the way 
reputation testimony is handled. A witness can 
testify as to his knowledge of reputation but 
not as to specific opinions of people he's talked 
to, much less what they based their opinions on. 



A variation of this argument might be that 
specific instances can be brought out only 
at the prosecutor's instance. In other 
words, defendant should not be permitted 

. to bolster his opinion testimony with 
specific instance testimony. But if the 
prosecutor wants to test the validity of 
the opinion, he should be permitted to 
inquire into the basis. 

2) The general test for lay opinion testimony 
is set forth in Ev. Code § 800. It provides 
that opinion testimony is permitted if, among 
other things, it is "helpful to the clear 
understanding of his testimony." Supposing 
a witness forms an opinion as to character 
because, say, on 3 prior occasions he saw 
defendant react calmly to certain attacks. 
The prosecutor might argue that here the 
witness' opinion serves no useful purpose 
except insofar as it summarizes the specific 
conduct of the witness. It therefore does 
not qualify as opinion testimony under § 800. 
But the witness is not permitted to recite •t 
because it is barred by § 1102 and by§ 787. 

* * * 
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The strength of your position is that it's direct, simple and 
based on the literal text of the statutes. Section § 1102 says 
you can offer opinion testimony. Section 802 says opinion 
evidence can be bQlstered with evidence as to the basis of the 
opinion provided it's not otherwise inadmissible. Against this, 
the prosecution.has xo rely on fancy, oversubtle arguments that 
not only fly in the face of the statutory text but also in the 
face of explicit Law Revision Commission's vi~ws that support 
your position. Since the legislative histori,§ 1102 shows the 
issue was before the legislature when the Evidence Code was 
being considered, and since the legislature in no way appears 
to have expressly limited the nature of the evidence that can 
be offered in support of opinion testimony beyond that which 
tr.adi tionally applies, it is fair to assume no other limi ta tiona 
were intended. 

Finally, it should be noted that much of what you may want to 
bring out about the open hostility to the defendant is probably 
independently admissible as going to explain the reasons for 
her flight. In other words, it may not only be admissible on 
the issue of character but also to offer innocent explanations 
for her flight. 
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tan of evidence in the above illustration u .. ( Rule 4. 7 · · /~· -~ f 
mia cases,9 and the argument in bchal.f (i•f · i 

l
·_i Cbnra.cter as Proof of Conduct ,:. j e rollowing passage, P.IcCorm~ summarizt'.S ~ · 

eharacter is part of the ultimate issue· 
r for the allowability of opinion-eviden~~ ~ 
woo has observed the man and his conduct 
C!ase for opinion; since an impression fro~ 
eci~e may be valuable to the trier of fact 
~c.t.;; may be enquired into upon cross-exam: 
trier's attention be unduly distracted, is 
ntt:f! the door has already been opened to 
e of character in issue.1o 

bt. as to the extent, if any, to which admis. 
vi~1ence in the above illustration represents 
11 However, there appears to be no reason 
ture law. Accepting the fact that character 
tution evidence, when it js offered to show 
good character offered to show noncommis
or to impeach a witness, it would seem. to 
jed reputation evidence when offered to· 
ere character is a substantive issne. 

~ole 46 be approved for. adoption. in . Cali-

~~ 4.10, 32 Pac. 5201 521 (1893) {&duction of 
~~or.~cter undt!r promase of marri11ge. Prosecution 
Hl.t he had Jmown the proseeutm for one or two 
~ !house where she was employed, and had nc\·t'r 
11r.t -on h(>r part."). And see People v. Wade US 
tH!! (1897) (seduction ns iu Bamozuet, ,;,prn. 
I"~= "From your acquaintD.Dce with-liiss SfXItt 
r:a~ cond~ct, wha,~ ~·ould you say a8 to whcthrr 

$. Uniform Rnle 47 p1;ovides: .• 
·• RuLE 47. Character Trait as Proof of Oondttct. Subject to i 

.1 Rule 48, when a trait of a person's character is relevant as tending 
J to prove his conduct on a specified occasion, such trait may be 
i proved in the same manner as provided by Rule 46, except that 
1 {a) evidence of specific instances of conduct other than evidence 

· J of conviction of a crime which tends to prove the trait to be bad 
s shall be inadmissible, and (b) in a criminal action evidence of· a 

trait of an accused's character as tending to prove his guilt or J innocence of the offense charged, (i) may not be excluded by the 
f judge under Rule 45 if offered by the accused to prove his. inno-
t cence, and (ii} if offered by the prosecution to prove his guilt, may 
l be admitted only after the accused has introduced evidence.of his 
. J good character. 

l This rule i~ concerned with the use of evidence of character to prove . f conduct, not with character as an ultimate is..c;;ue in the case.1 To illus-
J rrate the difference, suppose a defendant is charged with violation of 

i .. ·. . Penal Code Section 268, which provides: · . 
Every person who, under promise of· marriage, seduces and has 
sexual intercourse with an unmarried female of previous chaste 
character, is punishable by imprisonment in the State Prison for 

·not_ more than .five years, or by a fine of not more than five thou- . 
sand dollars, or .by both such fine and imprisonment. . 

· In such a case, the female's character is an ultimate, substantive issue. 
Therefore,· evidence respecting h.er character is governed by Rule 46. 
ft, however, defendant denies the· acts charged and offers evidence of . 
his good ·character for morality, then character is offered as the. basis 
for an-inference of conduct and the proof is governed by Rule 47. 
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Vlrtnous g1rl ••• ? Answer: "I never saw any
'tt; sbe seemed to be a nice :roung :irl." Held, } · 

~ 

11)/discussing the scope and purpose of Rule 47 and in evaluating its 
m~fits, it will be convenient to consider, first, the application of the 
rlile to criminal cases and, next, its application to civil cases. 

U~J)W;e is to impeach a witness by eharacter erl· 
'"'~ce in the form of opinion {i.er., there appenr.t 
1le that would limit the application of Rule 20). 

tdlow·senant injury cases (like. Gie:r v. Los 
ra DOte 8) : · 
the ~urts have rel·en1ed the wmal pmereuce for 
~roof of character and have bel(l that reputation 
n~ce of character, and that Jl!l)eCHie acts must 
, .. be shown, though reputation may the11 come in. 
tdler was known to the defendant. [llcCoiuttCK 

~omdek's statement. Thns, the court states that. 
·ratts is admi~sible to establish lDlfitneu, "rep_!!ta· .::! ltinfitucsa]." Gier v. Los Au;tles CoRsol. Elee 
-.Z4 (1895). . 

t. 
j 

f . 
t. 
I ,, 
f 

Application of Rule 47 to Criminal Cases 

. Defendant's evidence of character trait.. Under present California 
law, a defendant may, of course, prove that his reputation for the trait 
or traits of character related to the crime charged is good.2 Rule 47 
~Itends the same right to him, together with the assurance contained 
m Rule 47 (b) (i) that the court has no discretion to exclude such evi
d:nce under the court's general discretionary powers granted by Rule 
4~~ ~ . ' -! ~('e note 1, 3upra at 6:17 • 

l'eople v. Stewart, 28 Cal. 395, 39R (1865) (1\furder. "The Court below erred 
· i'! excluding the testimony offered by the defcndnnt for the purpose of proving 

h1s character for peace and quiet to be good."). See also ·People v. Casey, 53 
· Cal. 300 (1379). The e\·idcnce, bowel"er. must be of traits of character related 

to the crime cba~l. People v. Con·gill, 93 Cal. 506, 597, 29 Pac. 228, 229 
(1892) (Murder. Evid<'nce of defendant's good reputation for truth, honesty, 
and integrity inadmissible because not "good reputation for the traits of char-

• acter in-rolved in the crime charged."). · -
B'.or discussion of Rule .W, see the text,' aupra at 639-644. 

··' 
{ 
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·~,:;~)?; ;_;~. :1t•., 1 Today, in Califorriia, a defendant may not ordinarily give testimnnv same trait in or nr;
1 :; ~·-::\)<~:· ,1• iri the form of opinion as to his character.• Rule 47 would change thf., within a reasonablt· 

. . 1 ·by making such opinion evidence admissib!V . · trial y The cases a r,· 
:. ·:: ·. ~ • 1 · p · , "d • h" f d f d t' h t t bear strongly on n .... ·' ... r Un:e~;:r~:.~~C~fo~!~: ;:w~ t:e :o!~eu:ioe: ~:y ~~t ~:c~rth~a:~: and w~ile ~ey carr . 

.. : ..... ·.·.·.:_:.·.•.,:.;~_:_·._; •. ~·.t=··.;.:·.:_~.:.~_._:·_::.::_ :·1· fendant's character until the defendant has given eVidence of his gOOil accusteh, w 0 I!ec<tl : 
~ • • ,r.1 ' h a Th" 1 · · d · · b f f R men ere agams 1 it c aracter. IS rue JS contmue m operation y orce o ule b f 

•• ..... ~-.' · 
11· 47 (b) (u"'). against t e use o 

· · ·· .· .··· ·. · ·! · tak~s the stand as a ' 
-~ ?: :. l Prosecution's evidence in rebuttal as to defendant's character traits. 

.:;.:·.:.~./:· !.; .. f 
· ·1 ·I 

··. 'i•l ·.j: 

If defendant gives evidence in defense as to his good reputation, the 
prosecution may, under present C~lifornia law, counter this by gi\·in~ 
evidence in rebuttal tending to show that the defendant's reputation 
is bad.1 This rule is continued in operation by force of Rule 47(b} (ii). 
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Since Rule 47 permits the defendant to give opinion testimony of hi~> 
good character, it would follow, of course, that under the same rule 
the prosecution could counter with opinion testimony in rebuttal. If, 
however, the defendant has given either reputation or opinion testi
mony, or both, may the prosecution in rebuttal counter the defendant·~ 
evidence by a showing of defendant's conviction or convictions of n 
crime. or crimes indicative o.f bad character for the trait in question 7 
Clearly such .evidence is inadmissible in the case in chief under RuiP. 
47(b)(ii.). It is equally clear that Rule 47(b) (ii) makes such-evidence 
admissible in rebuttal. As the Comment on· Rule 47 states: 

Like the Model. Code Rules, this rule permits the prosecution after 
the defendant has produced evidence of his good character, to 
prove prior convictions as evidence of criminal propensity an~ 
likelihood of guilt. 

·Is this the law today in Calif9rnia 7 If not, should it become .law f 
On both of these questions, licCormick speaks as follows: 
. Should the. [prosecution] be allowed to prove ... , in rebuttal of 

good reputation, judgments of conviction for crimes ~volving the ---. ~ 1 ''l . McCORliUCK § 158. In. People v. Ah r..~ee Doon, 97 Cal. 171, 170, 31 Pae. 933, 93~ 
: ~,,l . (1803), the court states hy way of dictum that it is not er~r to exclu(~e ''e,·•· 

dence of the good disposition of tbe defendant, other thnn evtdence of bts J!_OIIfl 
( . reputation." See, however, People v. Jones, 42 Cal.2d. 21q, 266 .P.2d 38 (10:;..& \, 

· ·11 . .· to the effect that defendant may. add';l~e. t>XPe.rt psycbtatrtc testimony t!Ult he i'l/ 
~. not a sexunl deviate. The cnse ts crttlctzed m Fnlknor & Steffen. Et:adencr o 

. J, Ohnrocter: From the "CruciblP. of the Community" to tho "Co11ch of the. P-t~· 
J cltitdrilt", 102 U. PA. L . .RET'. 9SO (19-34). Compnre Curran, E:rperl P•uchurtr•" 
~-~ . · Euidence of Per1onalily Trai1•, 103 U. P.A. L. RE\~. 999 (1955). . 
f t · . .· • Note, bowever1 that under U~ifo.rm R~le. 47 (2), d!'fendnnt's l'vid~nce. of ,!;tJPC!fic 
l·j ~-. instances 01: good COnduct JS JOadmiSSlble. Consider the fo.llomng illustr111t1~2 . i pven by the Comment on Model Code Rule 306 (on which Uniform Ru e 1 

. ~ ts based) : 
:'i. D is on trial on a charge of lnrceny. W ~ffers to t~stify f~r D • : • (c} that 

: ~ . shortly before D's nrrcst, W had a spec1fic expcr1ence Wtt~ D 10 w~t~h ~e r 'i entrusted D with lnrge sums of money nod numerous negotutble securffJtU~S .1b 
·\ . circumstances in which a dishonest man might en.Rily have made o wit 
~ l them. The evidence offered in ,. • • (c) is inadmisstble • 
.i 1 'People v. McKelvey, 85 Cal . .App. 769. 770, 260 Pac. 3{)7 (1927) ("It is. elemrr 

· :} 1 · tary that such testimony is admissible upon the part of ~e prosecutton on ~ 
j f .· ~hen the de~endn!lt bas himself _opened the do'?r f!>r such ~vtdence by end en ~o!t 

.. : .. ·:::;_' ... :_._.-.f;~··:·:·::_ :_ .. . · f : · mg to estabhsh h1s good reputation for the trntts In\·olved 1n thbe cha
1 

rgde {~llJ:oc · i ! him.'' In this case, the prosecuti!>n gave such evidence in re .ut~.' e e ") 

IfJJfJ-(f': ·~ ~ . •nlJLot having opened the doo• ia hW defense; heW, "clearlJ. pRJad•~•l error- ' 

~-:./~~~.~~.. ~ : 

Evidence of character 
sidering the application 
far has centered arountl l 
ever, at least two iustar 
important. These are dise 

Oharacter of prosccutro 
California law, in rape ' 
material circumstance, ti 
the prosecutrix at~tcdati 
People v. Johnson: 9 

This class of evirlcn( 
show the nonprobal• 
cutrix. For it is cer1 
done these things ,.~ 
likely to consent, tlj 
blemish, and. whose l 

1 
sailed. I 

The same result would bel 
:May the defendant, ht1 

on the part of the prosel~l-1 
case of People v. Benson, 
sible. In People v. Shea, 
admitted that the weight 
in that case. A disscntin 
ever, that the Benso·n ens· 

I see no force in the i 
they tend to show t 
time of the alleged t 
would former assaul 
be admissible becaus 
defendant committe 
reasoning is entirely. 
principle, and upon · 
son, sttpra, should be: 
specific acts cannot 1 
old as the law and f 
is supposed to be n A 

while witnesses cann 
~lUCK§ 158at 3.'~7-3~· 
'106 Cnl. 289, 293, 39 Pac. 0 
» 6 Cal. 221 ( 1856) • 
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criminal actions. If, then, ·a matter is relevant and conducive to the 
right determination of an issue (and is, therefore, admissible) whea1 
that issue arises in a criminal action, should not the result be the sante 
when the issue arises in a civil action 7 

WigmQre 13 and 1\'IcCormick 14 answer, "Yes." A few cases are in 
·.accord with this answer. The principle of Rule 47 is in accord. 

The Rule 47 principle admitting "character" evidence in civil cases 
is not limited to civil cases, such as those illustrated above, in whic:h 
the issue is criminal conduct. The principle of Rule 47 extends to ch·il 
actions in which any conduct is involved, "character" being relevant 
on the issue of such conduct. · 

The relevancy.qualitication of Rule 47 is, however, an important and 
significant limitation. In many ch·il actions, the character of the partie~ 

·will be simply irrelevant. (Their character as witnesses in the event 
they testify is, of course, an entirely different matter.) For example, 
suppose P hands D money. Later, P sues D claiming the transaction 
was a loan. D defends on the ground that the transactio~ was a gift. I r 
at the trial P opens tlte case by offering W to testify that P 's character 
is good or that D's character is bad, such eYidence at this point seems 
irrelevant and should, as such, be excluded. (If, however, character 
evidence is offered later in the case after P or D has testified, such evi
dence may b~ admissible to impeach P or D in their capacities as 'vit-
nesses.15) . 

It is important to note, therefore, that Rule 47 does not purport to 
make character evidence admissible in all civil actions. On the contrary, 
its purport and purpose is to make such evidence admissible only when 
relevant. With this obvious limitation, the Rule 4 7· principle appears to 
be a desirable change in the present California law and its approval is, 
therefore, recommended. 

Manner of Proving Character Under Rule 47 
Rule 47 authorizes three means of proving ''character,'' namely, by 

(a) evidence of reputation, (b) evidence of conviction of a crime which 
tends to show the character trait to be bad, and (c) testimony in the 
form of opinion . 

Reputation. This is the means of proof. which is most widely ac
cepted today (e.g., an accused's reputation to prove his character trait 
related to the crime charged 1). There is, therefore,· nothing new in that 
provision of Rule 47 which .makes reputation a permissible source of 
proof. 

Conviction of crime. Two instances have been noted above 2 in 
which permitting this method of proving ''character'' probably effects 
changes in the present law. 

Testimony in the form of opinion. Suppose D is. charged with em
bezzlement. At his trial, D offers W tt' testify as follows : ''I know D 
u 1 WIGMORE § 64. . · . 
u McCoa:YtCK § 159. 
u The admissibility of character evidence for purposes of Impeachment is governed 

by Rules 20-22, whieb will be the subject of a separate study. 
1 See note 2, s11pra at 651. . 
1 See the text at notecalls 8 (.uprG at 653) and 15 (luprG at 655). 
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I.,-~ ~ew cases are in :. ttllding to prove his conduct on a specified occasion, such trait may be f .:·i }_:~~~-:·.~~~:;j 
~ 47.18 m ~cor:d·. . J 1.ro\·ed in the same manner as provided by Rule 46." Under Rule 46, , ._·1~:··.~-- _ _r;{\·;;,~~1 
: eVIdence _m ~ Ca!e! 

1 
~~ ··a trait of [a person's] character ... may be proved by testimony · ::;·:~:·;.~;:::;!. 

ltrated above, m· whid~ !n- the form of opinion .... " . 1~-- · -.~r::_f--;~.:-}~i/1 
Rule 47 extends to ch·il . . The-rule last stated is, however, subject to the requirement of Rule ~ ·. 1 .} ;_·;:~~·;{{}f}j 
aracter" bein~ .relevant i· .. 19 that as "a prerequisite for the testimony of a witness on a relevant --~ -· >:it/.:_/:.:.':~.?. 

· ,,r material matter, there must be evidence that he has personal knowl-:-. _ .
1 

. . ·:; .. :;~~~-~-: ._.:,_;::] 

ever, an important anti. ,'tfge thereof .... " (Hence, one who did not know D could not testify ::'. ·>:.f< ~~:::~>; 
iili~racter o! the pat·tit-S J t~his opinion of D's character.) Rule 46 is also subject to Rule 56 (1) ""-..-. '="~~~:i:~~\;-j 
Witnesses lD the event ' ·;-' whereby .nonexpert "testimony in the form of opinions or inferences . ' -:: . .-J.·:;:·.\~ 
~a~ter.) For examplt•, is limited to ~uch opinions or inferences as the judge finds (a) may be :::·.:::'t)!.~! 
annmg the transactic:m rationally based on the perception of the witness and (b) are helpful , . )~i.)~-.:=~·(:::l 
l'f!Saction was ~ gift. H . 4 to· a clear understanding· of his testimony or to· the determination of -~: ·./:~:·~,.:f.-:r;::~ 
tify that P's character . oj the Uiet in issue." (In the supposed ease above, the proposed testimony ... -~- -~i:\ .. ;"~{r.·,~ 
tee at this point seem~ __ 

1

.-t.·: . • \ro
1
uld see

1
m · to meet these requirements.) ' : · ;: : ~i·:~;r::}:;.~)1 

If, however, eharact(•r · t uou d ·seem, therefore, that under the Uniform Rules (Rules 19, .;'-' ~-.~~"·!J./:;;:i:?f•,1 
has testi1ied, such evi. · ~6, 47., and 56 (1)) the evidence would be admissible in the case stated ;/· ·{i;:.~ .. :A~ 
:heir capacities as wit· above. It seems clear,· however, that under existing law the evidence ~~: _:;p:_·._~\:~;-.5j 

would be inadm~sible. Which is the better ruleY '~::··.:·.:s:~.~~::}> 
~? does not purport to li W'.tgmore points out that the early view in both England and America ··~· :;}~:-~::;:_:;-:,~T:.: 
:ions . .0~ the contrary, l- wn.q to admit the witness' testimony in the form of opinion as to "char- '-_;: .. . ·.~-: · .... :· 
: adm1ss1ble only \Vbcn l aeter. u ~ He suggests that the abandonm~nt of this early, orthodox .. . ;.I.~--~-.: __ r_:_ ~----~-:~ •• ~~.'~ 
7 principle appear:; tu · $ new eame about because of misinterpretation of certain precedents and .. 
. wand its approval io;.. ~l texts." He stoutly defends the orthodox: view (with which Rules 46 and ·j·/·~--:-':;:'.·~ 

. 
. 47 coiDeide) in the following eloquent terms: · . ~.:).;:·n · ·· 

So far. as practical policy and utility is concerned there ought to: ! ~ · 
be ~o hesitation between reputation and personal' knowledge and .=. · 

18.ractcr," namely, by . ·{ belief. A . perusal of the records of State trials will show how 
tion of a crime which . l natural, straightforward, and useful was this method of asking 
(c) testimony in the after be~ief founded on personal experience for intimacy. Put any 

h is .most widely ae
\"e h1s character trait 
, nothing new in tluat 
~rmissible source of · 

en noted .above t in 
:er'' probably effects 

I one of us on trial for a false charge, and ask him whether he would 

...... 1
.~. . not rather invoke in his vindication, as Lord Ke1;1yon said, "the 

warm, affectionate testimony" of those few whose long intimacy· 
aud trust has made them ready to demonstrate their faith to the --~-::- ·.~·_: 1~ 

· .l •· · ·· juey, than any amount of colorful assertions about reputation. , .... ~ ·. t . Take the place of a juryman, and speculate whether he is helped 1 
.::·· 

, mor_e by the witnesses whose personal intimacy gives to their be- \: 
t lief a :first and highest value, or by those who merely repeat a form .·1 

J 
of words in. which the term.'' reputation'' occurs. Look· at it from : 
the point of view of the prosecution, and apply the principle in · · 

is. charged with em· sneh a case as R. v. Rowton [1865, Leigh & C. 520, 10 Cox Cr. 25], 
follows: ''I know .i> · · · and then decide whether the witness who was there excluded was 

:speaebmeot fs pytnatd 
etud,y. 

~). 

l not, if believed, worth more than forty opposing witnesses testify-

{ 
ing to that intangible, untestable creation called ''reputation." The 

I
. Anglo-American rules of evidence have occasionally taken some 

. ~ous twistings in the course of their development; but they have 1 . 

'!1'[DDlOBB: II 1980-1981,1983. . . t: . 
. t .· l 
~.' : ' 

·~.- .. :t . ~ 
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never done anything so curious in· the way of shutting out evi. 
M · · · dentiallight as when they decided to exclude the person who kno,r~ 

··., ••.• ~··-'~·-A:··· it."'=:,"'~ . •· ··••· •. · . ~ as much as humanly ean be known about the character of another. 

~-:·.;;~~:11~:· . 
,;·,,,;;;~~·f.~:i<s· · '' ~ i If a witness is to be permitted to testify to the character of an· 

~: ;:·;_.i:·lj1' ... :··i . 
M:.·~'·;_,;:~e.--;;·•.·f!· ...... , . ( ·' ._.. ·1 ·: \elusion. In most insta:nces it would be utterly impossible for the 

~-::~~j)·~:~! ,r ·r·~; ~~~ 
proof at the time of trial. Furthermore, even if evidence were 
accessible to controven the specific . statements of the witness in 

... this respect, its admission would lead to the introduction into the 
· case of innumerable oollateral issues which could not be tried out 

· without ~trodueing .the utmost complication and confusion into 
the trial, tending to distract the minds of the jurymen and befog 
the chief issue in litigation. · 

t. 
t 

I 
I 

.. 

.·, 
. On balance the "orthodox-Wigmore-URE'' view seems preferable.· 

"...TheRfore, approval of Rules 46· and 47. is ·reco~ended insofar as l . 

,: . ~. 

. ,· 

: ... ~: .. : 
-'. 

,, •.. ,, .v,.. '" .· • .. · i l· 
:.[iJ:ta~.:f.~1;.l : '<fl. :.r.·;nuV'l'~), ··.>":. ., . ·:·.A~·f· 

~~t~~ .:_· . -~:JJ 
,,.<i~k:''j•ttl·j<··-:.t-: -"':~~ ... 1 :2 

~f~~tf.ti.~- .. :: •. _.::l] ~ 
;:;~~- ~· ;~.~ :~~- .··:-~: ... ~ 
·.:·_·,· ... ·:·.·· 

they make "opinion" evidence of "character" admissible. . 

Summary of Changes Effected by Rule 47 

.. Adoption of Rule 47 in. California would appear to establish· new 
· Jaw in the following respeets: 
· (1) An accused could attempt to establish· his· _good character by 

testimony in the f9rm of o-pinion.7 · · 
(2) In rebuttal, the proseeution could prove certain of· the accused's 

. criminal convictions as indif!"Ative of his guilt if, but only if, the accused 

t 
.I 

had offered evidence of gOGil charact~r in defense. 8 . . 

(3) In rape cases, th~ aceused could not attempt to establish the bad 
eharacter of the prosecutrix by evidence of specific instances of her . · ~ 
misconduct.9 · · t 

( 4) When an accused pleads self-defense, be could attempt to estab·. ~,
'&h. the bad character of his alleged assailant by evidence of certain of · . 
the assailant's convictions .fur erime.10 . · 

(5) Character evidence would be admissible in civil cas~ when .rele· 
·· Tant to show conduct.u 

•1 WIGMORE 11986. . . . ·. . : . . · ..... · 
•t89 N.Y. 408,418,82 N.E. ns,. 721 (1907). · . . ·: · ·. 

· .. · 'See the text.· supra. at 652 (notecaUa 4 and 5) and 658-660. : 
· • See the text, supra. at 652. 

. • See the text. aupra at 6J3-r..s.t. :·. - -see. the text, .tuprG at 6544=>5. 
: 

11 8ee the text, .""FCI_B!. 653-658. 
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